MHSE Division Agenda

Wednesday, July 26th
7-8 am
Networking Breakfast
Holiday Inn North: Peppertree Restaurant

Join us for breakfast in the Hotel Restaurant to focus on the new teachers in our division and network with new and old friends. The breakfast buffet is included in hotel registration and consists of a waffle station, pancakes, eggs to order, sausage, bacon, potatoes, cereal, fruit, yogurt, milk and juice.

8-9:50 am
MHSE Opening Session- Basic Item Writing
Holiday Inn North: Monaco/Rainer Rooms
Speaker: Charlene Romer, PhD, RN, CNE
Facilitator: Tara Weber

Charlene Romer, PhD, RN, is a passionate nurse educator with more than 25 years of experience in her field, 15 of which have been spent in the world of virtual instruction. As a curriculum consultant with ATI Nursing, Dr. Romer is committed to sharing her expertise and partnering with educators across the country. She works under the philosophy that the more she can assist her clients, the more effective they will be at producing skilled, job-ready nurses, which in turn raises the level of quality in patient care.

Session Summary: Constructing a valid and reliable test is both an art and science. Educators need to understand how to develop statistically sound test items that measure the learners’ mastery of specific content. This session will review how to design a stem and options that are clear, grammatically correct, statistically sound, and related to established student learning outcomes.

10-10:50 am
MHSE Cluster Meetings
Allied Health
Holiday Inn North: Atrium
Facilitator: Dewanda Lewis-Bey
Nursing
Holiday Inn North: Granada
Facilitator: KA’Sandra Leer
Health Science
Holiday Inn North: Rainer
Facilitator: Bing Boettner

Focus on opportunities to discuss updates within your cluster, network with key leaders and other educators, and learn from various new opportunities delivered within the Cluster Meetings located above.
11 – 11:45 am
MHSE Business Meeting
Holiday Inn North: Monaco/Rainer Rooms
President: Tara Weber

The MHSE Board of Directors will focus on conference updates, committee reports, and the election of new officers.

12 – 1 pm
Recognition Luncheon
Holiday Inn North- Atrium
Presentation of Awards: Lacey Williams
Recognition of New Teachers: Kim Davis and Leigh Ann Riley
Induction of New Officers: Tara Weber

Let’s take the time to focus on achievements of our peers while enjoying a delicious menu including country fried steak and bacon wrapped chop sirloins with multiple side dishes.

1-2 pm
Editing Test Bank Items
Holiday Inn North: Monaco/Rainer Rooms
Speaker: Charlene Romer, PhD, RN, CNE
Facilitator: Stephanie Pritchett, Rolla Technical Center

Educators today are juggling multiple responsibilities. To assist educators manage their time many textbook companies provide a companion test bank for a textbook. Since test construction is a time-consuming activity, using items from a test bank is an appealing option. However, many of these items may not be written to specifically meet the course objectives or at the level of knowledge appropriate for the learners that are being tested. This session will provide educators with tools needed to edit test bank items to ensure they are appropriate to both the content and learner.

2:15-3:15 pm
Scrambled Classroom
Holiday Inn North: Monaco/Rainer Rooms
Speaker: Charlene Romer, PhD, RN, CNE
Facilitator: Mary Ann Wilson, Nevada Regional Technical Center

The paradigm under which education exists must change in order to accommodate the knowledge explosion of the 21st century. To help students learn how to manage this abundance of knowledge, a variety of instructional strategies must be employed. Two common strategies are lecture and student-focused activities in the flipped classroom, each with their own strengths and challenges. A third option is to use a scrambled classroom approach providing educators the opportunity to use the best aspects of both lecture and the flipped classroom. This session will provide educators with the knowledge and skills needed to use lecture and student focused activities in a complementary manner that turns the learning environment into an engaging, interactive experience.
3:15-4:00 pm
MHSE Vendor Session (Snacks Available)
Holiday Inn North: Monaco/Rainer Rooms

Sometimes it is difficult to focus on resources during the school year. This is an opportunity to visit with multiple vendors about available resources that could enhance your classroom or instruction.

4 – 5 pm
Active Learning Strategies
Holiday Inn North: Monaco/Rainer Rooms
Speaker: Charlene Romer, PhD, RN, CNE
Facilitator:

The traditional classroom that relies on instructor-led lecture has been challenged as to whether it prepares learners to practice in the health care environment of today and the future. Research has determined that lectures are effective in imparting information and providing explanations that support understanding. However, this level of learning addresses only the first two levels of Bloom’s taxonomy. Engaging the learner with activities that allow them to use new knowledge, analyzing and applying it to patient-related situations will facilitate deep learning. This session will provide the educator with a variety of student-focused active learning strategies that can be integrated into the classroom allowing the learner to reflect upon and practice applying new knowledge.

5:30 pm
MHSE Networking Social- Meet in Atrium

Back by popular demand, it’s time to focus on an exciting scavenger hunt allowing additional networking and team building opportunities!

Thursday, July 27th
7-8:30 am
Networking Breakfast
Holiday Inn North: Peppertree Restaurant

Join us for breakfast in the Hotel Restaurant to focus on networking with colleagues. Breakfast buffet included in hotel registration and consists of waffle station, pancakes, eggs to order, sausage, bacon, potatoes, cereal, fruit, yogurt, milk and juice.
8:30-10 am
Focus on Networking Concurrent Breakout Sessions
Holiday Inn North: Atrium

Each session will be 30 minutes in length and will allow an opportunity to network with colleagues. Schedule will allow participants to attend three breakout sessions of their choice.

Focus on First Year Survival
Facilitator: Maggie Ogden
QUESTIONS QUESTIONS QUESTIONS
As a new professional instructor in the medical profession, one may appreciate assistance from those who have already paved the path. This topic will provide tips for the new instructor, including gradebook set up, classroom management, favorite tried and true technology resources, and most important remembering to care for yourself.

Focus on CTSO
Facilitator: Shelly Wehmeyer
Are you a new educator who has just begun teaching, or are you an educator who has not quite had the time to begin a CTSO Chapter at your school? No matter what the circumstance, if you are ready to learn more about an exciting opportunity to begin a CTSO Chapter Affiliation at your local school district, this presentation is for you! Missouri HOSA and SkillsUSA Missouri are both excellent options for your students to learn leadership skills, apply technical skills, and much, much more. Come learn more about what CTSO integration in your curriculum can look like!

Focus on Soft Skills
Facilitator: KA'Sandra Leer-Focus on Soft Skills
Session will focus on teaching our students skills that enable them to work harmoniously with other people. We will discuss interpersonal skills, maintaining professional standards, and collaboration. As educators, we will share ways to encourage positive behaviors that create well-rounded health care professionals.

Focus on U
Facilitator: Diane Hickmon
With all the roles we fill in our lives, do we ever take the time out to focus on ourselves? Well now is that time. For a brief moment in time, you are allowed to be totally selfish and Focus on U.

Focus on Recruitment
Facilitator: Janet Ramsey
Class sizes dwindling? Having trouble getting students to sign up for your CTE program? Have no fear! Super.............. uh............. well....... there is hope. Come explore the possibilities to help promote your program.

Focus on Clinical Success
Facilitator: Lacey Williams
Let us discuss best clinical practice. Come prepared to share your secrets of the trade.

Focus on: Knowing Your Resources
Facilitator: Trish Lavish
Are you aware of all your regional resources? Missouri Area Health Education Center (MAHEC) aims to ensure all health science instructors are aware of our mission, services, resources, and what student population we focus on. MAHEC is committed to enhancing access to quality health care, particularly primary and preventive care, by growing and supporting Missouri’s healthcare workforce. Information about what resources are available within each region and contact information will be provided.
10:15-11 am
Focus on Love: Loving What You Do and Doing What You Love
   Holiday Inn North: Monaco/Rainer Rooms
   Speaker: Diane Hickmon
   Facilitator: Jacalyn Eberhart, Jefferson College

We will identify the love for our profession, which motivates us to share knowledge with other individuals.

11- 11:30 am
MHSE Board Closing Meeting with Hotel Staff
   Holiday Inn North: Cordoba Room